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Introduction: The Constraints 
A Dragon in Mars’ Maple Sand – whose pulpishly unwieldy title is an 
anagram of its subtitle, Anagrams and Palindromes – features fifty 
haiku and three short stories inspired by the tropes and styles of 
classic pulp fiction. 
 The haiku are divided into two sections: the first twenty-
five are palindromes, while the second have perfectly anagrammed 
lines. Somewhat freer than the haiku, the short stories were derived 
from improvised lines of constrained prose (these lines are included 
in the texts themselves, as well as on Clara’s ‘front covers’). The 
stories Vampire-Witch and A Tropical Yeti were inspired by 
palindromes (2-letter and 1-letter, respectively), while Zombies!!! 
came from an isopangram (a perfect anagram of the alphabet) 
written in exaggerated txtese. 
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I. Imhotep 
Doom’s pet. Oh, mislaid 
tide! If I’m mummified, it 
dials Imhotep’s mood. 
 
II. The Alchemist 
Slate me sable gold 
(noble). Vary, ravel bond… 
Lo! Gel base metals. 
 
III. Notes on a Future Sea Heist 
Pools wall a trope? Sure… 
Pacific sci-fi caper! 
Use portal laws, loop. 
 
IV. Faster 
Deep sprawl – I orbit. 
Safe visor, ebb erosive. 
Fast, I broil warpspeed. 
 
V. Blackbeard 
Sail an age by sword… 
Wonder, I’m mired. Now drowsy, 
beg an alias. 
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VI. The Ritual 
A vale-sun is sad. 
Lost naïve deviants, old 
as sin, use lava. 
 
VII. Daemonic Cuppa 
Daemonic cuppa: 
Claret, ale (none lateral), 
cappuccino, mead...  
 
VIII. The Unfortunate Voyage 
Sure vessel, sign old 
airy masts – a myriad: 
Long isles sever us. 
 
IX. Morse Code (SOS) 
Snort any dash, tap. 
Emit simple ‘help’ – mistime. 
Paths a dynatron’s. 
 
X. The Hypnotist 
Led north, gilded dew… 
A deep sleep’s eyes peel, speed a 
wedded, light rondel. 
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XI. The Siren 
Air as sarcasm… 
Siren, name mannerisms, 
a crass aria. 
 
XII. Fossil from a Hidden Dimension 
Erode, sun. It’s a 
cenobite yak – a yeti 
bone-cast in used ore. 
 
XIII. Vampires!!! 
Stab! Or, plus no corpse, 
rip, maven one! Vampires: 
Pro-consul. Pro-bats. 
 
XIV. A Saturnine Explorer 
Dione. “Lost,” pen 
I – to Borax (a robot) – 
“Inept solenoid.” 
 
XV. The Castaway 
No easel, bar a 
plate of air… I, a foetal 
parable’s aeon. 
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XVI. Riposte from a Film Noir 
No ill? I may be 
fast on final plan, if not 
safe by a million. 
 
XVII. For the Moon 
‘Terra Granular’: 
A lost Selene (lest solar). 
A lunar garret. 
 
XVIII. Moon Landing 
Neil A.: NASA was 
its Apollo past… I saw 
as an alien. 
 
XIX. Frankenstein 
Red, now alive! Damn. 

A monster frets. No man mad, 

evil a wonder. 

 
XX. Exoplanet 
Sun: Ever I flare. 
Far, at some demo star, a 
feral fire Venus. 
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XXI. Secret Knowledge 
Gnostic, I let care – 
hot, deity-tied to her 
act – elicit song. 
 
XXII. While We Wait for Daylight 
Maybe dawn, acrid 
and lost in its old nadir, 
can wade by a.m.? 
 
XXIII. Troy 
Due, far Aeneid, 
spar. Troy: A siege, I say. Or 
traps die near a feud… 
 
XXIV. Lost on Cold Moons (Univocalic) 
Go, frost! Old, loco 
snows drown rows. O, sworn words won… 
So cold! Lots… Or, fog. 
 
XXV. Quantum Singularity (2-Letter) 
Rewinds, ambling time… 
By its space-race, pass it by, 
meting limbs and wire. 
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i. Rag Doll 
All fibrous minds rage... 
Rag dolls, minus a fibre, 
bring lies, foul dramas. 
 
ii. Oracles 
Watch: Before full moons 
the wolf of numb oracles 
howls but once for flame. 
 
iii. Death’s Dawn 
Woodland: The day breaks. 
Another dead body walks 
and wreaks bloody death. 
 
iv. Reporting from Titan  

Somewhere past Saturn. 
Water set upon marshes. 
Rust ore. Ethane swamps. 

 
v. 'Endless' 
He roams endless heath, 
the elms and hero ashes – 
the headless horseman. 
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vi. Witches 
Three witches conspire 
to cherish newt recipes, 
chirp woe, stir the scene... 
 
vii. Thylacines 
Screen-clear, their study 
resurrected thylacines. 
The years turned circles. 
 
viii. Ten Brides 
Courts. Robes. Life and death. 
Those ten brides of Dracula – 
their feast blood and curse. 
 
ix. Gaunt 
Many gaunt daemons... 
"Undo me, mangy Satan!" – 
A young man sent mad. 
 
x. Legend 
Coasts share a legend: 
Endless ages arch to a 
dragon's scale – the sea. 
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xi. Sirens 
The outbound sirens – 
eons hunted – orbit us, 
but there is no sound... 
 
xii. Nebulae 
Chart nebulae south – 
the echo a brutal sun, 
untouchable earths… 
 
xiii. Pulsars 
Learnt, burnt souls – phases 
shorten unstable pulsars, 
neutron stars' blue splash. 
 
xiv. Demons 
Demons rise at night, 
target hedonism, sin… 
"Tormenting," she said. 
 
xv. Eyes 
It scrapes you, while reined… 
Rich, wide alien eyes sprout 
where its nails pierced you. 
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xvi. Fission 
Do its main cores launch? 
Oh, undone, critical mass 
moulds chain reactions. 
 
xvii. War!!! 
When Martians attacked 
mankind, the act set a war – 
thank a twice-named star. 
 
xviii. Masks 
Nightmare Shift: Who speaks? 
The masks; a whisper of night 
throwing makeshift shapes. 
 
xix. They Came From Titan! 
They came from Titan 
in a comet, after myth. 
My faction met Earth. 
 
xx. Old Stories 
Read them old stories: 
Heroism's rattled ode. 
The more sordid tales. 
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xxi. Missing the Target 
Free-falling to earth, 
the lateral offering 
fainter – her goal left. 
 
xxii. Wolf Girl 
Their moon spun her wolf – 
the howl-risen form upon 
her smooth lupine frown. 
 
xxiii. Harpies 
Scene: Harpies sang blame, 
began sirens' ample aches, 
banshees' pale screaming. 
 
xxiv. Lost on Cold Moors (Univocalic) 
From snow-roots to moors – 
so on, to tomorrow's forms – 
sorrow's moot, frost moon. 
 
xxv. The Point 
“Tell me, what's the point?” 
Hellenism wept to that 
phantom well – its teeth. 
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Vampire-Witch 
 
Riding an inverted cross with a broomhead, a vampire-witch flies 
into my room at night and crashes into the wardrobe. She 
dismounts, carefully: it is important that, while still in contact with 
her vessel, the angle cut between the body of the cross-broom and 
the line drawn by her hips does not exceed 137.563°, at which 
point the forces of good may perceive the cross as upright and torch 
the vampire-witch to dust. 

She leaps at me like an ugly angel, drains my blood and 
forces me to drink hers. She throws me onto the back of her cross-
broom (or so I understand, for I am not conscious at this point) and 
flies me to the nearest cemetery. She buries me. The next night, I 
awake in soil and claw my way to the surface, whereupon I see the 
vampire-witch leaning on a tombstone and spinning a wicker yo-
yo. She tells me that I am now a vampire-warlock and explains my 
powers in detail. 

I use my newfound warlock powers to transform back into 
a human, but the next night the vampire-witch returns and turns 
me back again. The cycle continues for some time... (We ‘date’: Each 
rep I am a vampire, cheated awe.) 

Contrary to the vampire-witch’s dogged resolve, her ritual 
is rarely the same: some nights she’ll force me to drink from her 
breast, others from the top of her spine; one night, I’ll awake in a 
greenhouse, the next in a pit of grey sand… 

You will agree that her actions are indefensible. I know this. 
Nonetheless, I eventually grow accustomed to the ritual and – 
strange though it may seem – find myself looking forward to seeing 
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what new tricks the vampire-witch will try. A careful balance 
between repetition and variation is, as you well know, the 
foundation of aesthetic appeal, and so it becomes a foundation for 
love: By the rite’s ninety-ninth iteration, the vampire-witch and I 
are wed, forever to continue in our cycle of bloodletting and 
rebirth, lest our love for one another grow stale. 
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Zombies!!! 
 

Late yesterday evening, as I sat sipping Scotch and listening to 
Rachmaninoff, my portable ‘phone took a pithy missive from an old 
and dear friend. 

My friend, Calvin Jerut III – CJ, we call him – had been 
courting Baron Helberton’s daughter, the inimitable Katie-Leigh, 
and the two had been spending the week at the Baron’s summer 
home in Cumbria before, all going well, flying out to Geneva on 
Thursday to meet with CJ’s uncle, the celebrated painter Ruben 
Pym (one of whose works hangs in my lobby – but that is beside 
the point). 

I had not expected to hear from CJ until his return from 
Europe, and yet, as the tumultuous Second was reaching its climax 
(and I for a flirty decanter), I was compelled to perceive, vomited 
among the swirling strings, the intrusive beep and buzz of my 
mobile telephonic device. I was not, it transpired, receiving a call, 
but rather a message purely of text – one of those brief (to the point 
of idleness) digital epistles so tediously ubiquitous in the modern 
age. The terse and slipshod telegram, which had been sent from 
CJ’s ‘phone, read, 

  
ZOMBIES!!! gt d fq up h w/ yr van! CJ, K-L. x 

  
I was horrified. Why CJ and Katie-Leigh – the latter a 

baron’s daughter, no less – would elect to embrace the language of 
the gutter was entirely beyond me. I mean: abbreviating ‘with’ in 
such a way is perhaps permissible under certain circumstances, and 
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the x-kiss with which the message signed off, while not to my taste, 
does extend a certain genial charm, but I could conceive no excuses 
whatsoever for the lazy non-words at the heart of CJ’s request. The 
letters d and h alone for the words ‘the’ and ‘here’ struck me as 
particularly indolent. 

Why, I wondered, did CJ feel the need to curse? Such 
language is not only offensive but entirely unnecessary, whatever 
the circumstance. What did he mean by ‘yr van’? Was he referring 
to my Rover? 

The fact that he had begun the second sentence (such as it 
was) with a lowercase letter seemed to confirm my gravest 
suspicions: my friend had lost his mind. I finished my whiskey and 
retired to bed. 

This morning, I awoke to the news that the North of 
England had, overnight, been decimated by an army of monstrous 
hominid creatures, supposedly the risen dead. Baron Helberton 
was interviewed on local radio. He revealed that CJ and Katie-
Leigh had been transformed into soulless grotesques with an 
insatiable hunger for human flesh, and that both were now dead 
(again), Katie-Leigh having been decapitated by a crash-landing 
helicopter; CJ having been, somewhat ironically, run over by a van. 

Was CJ’s message, I now wonder, a genuine plea for 
assistance? Or was it a trap – an attempt to lure me to the North, 
sent by a revenant with a rotting brain? The lexical peculiarities of 
the text would appear to suggest the latter, yet, as I study the 
message again, I notice that it is an isopangram – containing all 
twenty-six letters of the alphabet, each only once, without 
repetition – and recall that CJ was always rather fond of such word 
games. 
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Thus, it may well be that the plea was genuine, and that my 
friend simply could not pass up the opportunity to isopangrammise 
a more appropriate phrasing (Good evening, Peter. We are being 
attacked by the living dead. Please come to our aid post-haste. Bring, if you 
would be so kind, the Rover, and not one of your many luxurious yet tasteful 
sports cars, for, powerful though the latter may be, I fear they might 
ultimately lack the stoutness required to withstand the many monsters at our 
door. Yours sincerely, CJ and Katie-Leigh.) – if not purely for fun, then 
perhaps as a way of satirising the brevity and grammatical laxness 
of contemporary communications? 

Good Lord! That must be it! My God… What have I done? 
How could I have been so foolish, so blasé and whiskey-blind? 

If only I had rushed to save them! If only I had replied, 

  
fqk! valid zom? g, CJ… yeh, b w/ u sn. Ptr. x 
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A Tropical Yeti 
 
It eyes us. I’m rooted. 

Clara says to me through pale, unmoving lips, What do we 
do? 

But the yeti doesn’t seem interested. It turns its back and 
re-enters the cave. We hurry back to our cabin. 

Close call, say I to Clara. 
Indeed, says Clara to me. 
I ask her to pass me a coconut, but she says, They’re in your 

bag. I tell her that they’re not and that she always carries the 
coconuts because I always carry the guavas. 

God knows what has happened to them. 
Jokingly, I suggest that we return to the yeti to ask if he has 

any, but Clara says it would be inappropriate. She thinks it would 
be a misuse of the yeti’s precious time and an abuse of its 
hospitality. 

I say that tropical yetis look a little bit like overgrown 
coconuts, don’t they? Clara says yes and that coconuts are 
unfertilised yeti eggs. In which case, say I, the yeti should have 
many coconuts. Clara agrees, but maintains that it would be wrong 
to ask. She uses the term ‘faux pas’. 

I say that we simply don’t know how the yeti might react, 
but concede that, since there is a risk of insensitivity, there should 
probably be a sign somewhere near the cave, instructing that, if one 
is intending to ask the yeti for its coconuts, then one should first 
attempt to bond with the animal – perhaps through the sharing of a 
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secret – in order to ascertain the degree of tact necessary for such 
an appeal. Something along the lines of, 

If no coco’, confide to (or misuse) yeti. 
Clara says that’s ridiculous and that our exchange is no 

longer amusing. She asks why I always have to take things too far…. 
 


